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Minus Director Warmink
Operas ready for performance
by Cheryl DenBoer
"Howmany sta irs d'ya need, Gerald?"
"Hey Jim, would ja rather have this painted blue?"
"Paint main street in the window? Okay-e Doc'.s too?"
Kids, scattered about the gym, painted, papered, and glued,
readying the set for two operas to be performed February 14,
IS, 17, andI8. Jim Van Ry, student director of West Side Story;
andGerald Rutgers, who directs Pirates of Penzance wandered
purposefully, calling directions above pipedlil-WOW music.
Theytook time out, though, to disouss their roles, which have
changed character since director Gary Warm ink' s operation
called him unexpectedly from the stage.
"It's put us in a bind, no doubt about it," Jim said of War-
mink's absence. "In the past we were assistant directors--
Warmink took care ofa lot of the blocking and technical details;
nowwe take over things we weren't used to. And we don't have
two different points of view anymore for a total outlook. "
Because of that lack of personnel, and since both sets are
quite complicated, the operas will run on alternating nights
insteadof two each night as originally planned .. The West Side
Story cast will perform this Friday and Monday, Feb. 17.
Pirates will be shown Saturday and next Tuesday.
--""""TIiedirectorsfelt relief in this. "I was so concerned think-
ing that we'd better not stand and look at each other too long.
Nowwecan take more time with scenes-vset up more tension."
Jim said.
"The cast was really cooperative. They have put a lot of
work into it, just for two nights. It's unbelievable; I don't
think anyplace else you're going to find that the minute the
faculty director is gone, the thing can still go on. And I think Ken Rip practises as pirate lieutenant in "Pirates of Penzance"
it's really a credit to -everybody in the cast," Jim emphasized.
rjerald'concurr-cd: "We couldn't have handled it without their
help. "
Pirates had incorporated the Sioux Center Community Or-
chestra into its plans. ButWarmink's operation changed that at all v-never , "heemphasized, in explaining some difficulties.
since "it was pretty late in the game to find a new director. " "Since Mr. Warmink's gone, the only thing I go on now ts what
Now Sue Walhof, who was accompa.nying voice parts for re- I visualize, and the problem is getting that to expression- -to
hearsals, will play the entire opera on piano. do it right for the people. " ,
West Side Story uses less music and more dialogue. Marilyn Gerald also has some difficulty seeing the scope of Pirates,
Scnneider wilt accompany singing, but jim plans to use sound partially because he has stepped in to replace another person
track for the majority of the opera. "It's difficult mustc-> in the cast besides continuing his directorship. He's aided by
beyondwhat any orchestra here could do, " he explained. having performed in Pirates as a high school student, "so this
Both operas have been cut somewhat; Pirates to shorten and is more or less a remappIng in my mind. "
knockout Irrelevant scenes, and WestSicteStory to "tone down, ,. Both directors look to their cast for the second point of view
since "some of it was a little offensive. If which they previously provided Warmink. "There hasn't been
Jimrealizes the connotations which West Side Story has, but the typical goofing off because the master's not here, " Gerald
said, "Many people have seen It on TV or gone to tfie theater ~noted.
to see It-r-I can't really see why it should be any bigproblem." Jim agreed; "They're working really hard--they want to put
He stressed, "We've kept in everything we felt would be edu- the opera/pn to show themselves, Warmink, and everybody
catiouakas well as to maintain the plot and the ltfestvles of the else that We can perform an opera. "
two gangs. You can't get it to a point where they no longer "The audience will get its money's worth if they come,"
come off as gangs. " Geraid said, even though the $1. 25 for adults, $1. 00 for stu-
Jimis excited by the challenge of showing the Puerto Rican- dents, 75¢ for those 8 and under now pays for one opera in-
white struggle in the stylized movement which the cast has stead of two. Performance begins at 7:30 each evening; the
worked into the opera. "I have never done any choreographing directors speculate that each opera will last about two hours.
Alumni receive warm welcome
Homecoming Week was wel-
comed by cold temperatures
and small, wind-driven snow-
flakes. Even with these ua-
comfortable weather co ndi-
nons, many Dordt students re-
sisted the tempation to wear
their .jeans and boots, and
showedup Wednesday wearing
knee length gathered skirts,
bobby socks, and saddle shoes.
Pigtails and ponytails, tied up
with hnge ribbons alternated
with their counterpart, the
guy's slicked-back hair treat-
ed with Greasy Kids Stuff.
The highlight of the day was
the evening. In the crowded
SUBcoffee shop, students and
a fewalumni drank free lem -
onadeand ate cookies wh il e
listening to records playing
the 50' s spirit. Live enter- ,.:r:
taimnent was provided by the ~
'Moosylvania Parquetts" all il
dressed in rolled up blue jeans,.2.
greaser jackets, and dark sun
glasses. Two numbers were
Do r d t students attended a
Square Dance held in the gym.
Betweenthe caller's "alabama
left" and "promenade the
pretty little thing," everyone
snng by Belinda Dieken and
Julie Leep of the' Supremes'.
Actual alumni weekend began
Friday at to o'clock, whena
rather large percentage 0 f
Chantilly lace, pretty face ••• wiggle and a walk.
by Evelyn Luvmes
had a good time. Even Rc v .
and Mrs. Haanwere persuad-
ed to join the fun. "Amos
Moses" pro·red to be the all
time favorite as it was played,
by popular demand, no less
than four times ..
.Cold winds kept would be
artists out of the snow when a
few students ventured out to try
their skill sat making ice
sculptures. Five works of art
appeared, e i the r infront of
West Hall or the SUB. Fresh-.
man Charlie Claus won first
prize with his beaver which is
sitting just east of the SUB.
Saturday afternoo,l' s special
was a Variety show. Both
alumni and Do r d t students
parttcipated with songs - both
serious and hwnorous. Kevin
Kelly pre seuted an oral read-
ing and along with the skits by
some of the alumni showed the
audience "the way it was."
RandyNiewsrna and John Kanis
came out of the alumnis "dark
Dordt donates
124 pints
During the course of twodays,
Feb. 4 and 5, the Siouxland
Blood Bank for Sioux Cit Y ,
drew 124 pints of blood from
124 fearless (7?) Dordt stu-
dents. ManyotherswerewilI-
ing to give, but due to the
weather and lack of time,
many students had to be turn-
ed down.
Under the agreement between
Dordt and the Siouxland Blood
Bank, ail Dordt students and
faculty members will receive
blood free 0 f charge for one
ye a r , no matter where they
are in the U.S. Canadian
students will be able to get
free b 10 0 d through the Red
Cross. Those whogave blood
could sign up their families
for the same type of coverage.
The nurses who came to Dordt
campus were very impressed
by the large number of stu-
dents who were Willing to do-
nate blood. It was the best
turn out they had ever had and
th e y wished that all people
would be as willing to give
blood as the students of Dordt.
They were also amazed at the
low number of students which
for various me.dical reasons,
had to be rejected.
Hey babe, my cycle's out back!
ages" to present a television
special.
To present day Dordt stu-
dents, the alumni vs, intra-
mural basketball game WaS
a disappointment. Dordt's in-
tramural team 100t,
1J1egame Was foilowed up by
a pep rally. With skits and
jingles the cheer leaders tried
to fire everyone up for tIE
Varsity game against Central
College of Pella.
The firing up proved to be
unnecessary as Dordt played
one of their more exciting
games. Though the Junior
Varsity team lost their game
the Varsity team came through




There are times when every person on campus gets mail. Half
filled sheets of paper about drinking, concerts, programs, and other
events rest in every box. They-are quickly removed and are slipped
into a conveniently located wastebasket. Very few are read.
Now to remedy the situation we could remove the wastebaskets so
that students would have to take the papers to their rooms. In this
way, the announcement would most likely he read, At least they
would have wider distribution I
Fine suggestion, but no solution. The problem is the paper, not the
garbage cans. Usually there are enough posters around to make such
advertising unneccessary. And I could never figure out why dorm
intercom systems don't get used for such important news items. To
print up so many sheets, some only half filled with print, is ridicu-
lous, especially since they end up in the wastebasket.
Classrooms and offices also know how to make poor use of paper.
I, as wel.I as others, have seen stacks of "scratch" paper in garbage
cans, and even stored in boxes. Occasionally there have been times
when copies of announcements were printed up and never handed out.
"What's up Doc" IJv1 Newsletters always seems to be in excess. Vlhy
is such a ridiculous use of our resources made on campus?
I don't know, and maybe nobody does. We aren't conscious enough
of w ha t we are doing. So the fi rs t solution is to start thinking about
it. Refrain from making "important" announcements in mail boxes.
Refrain from making excessive amounts of anything that is handed out
to students. Recycle anything that is left over. Students should start
using the backs of handouts for scratch paper or for their rough drafts
of term papers. I knowof some'teacher-s who print tests on the back of
old tests. Excellent idea. I
Ihave no concrete solutions. But we should start thinking about our
ways of wasting materials here on campus. Then we may come up with
solutions, and maybe we will be a little more consistent with what we
preach and teach.
/
Westmar jeers suit us I
Ramblings • • •
by Nigel Weaver
Tom Vreeman wants answers to the practices of the Bookstore and
the Nebraska Book Company, answers that we all deserve to have.
But's let's face it, most of us have heen here long enough to know that
for varying reasons questions seldom Hever receive adequate answers.
While I appreciate Tom' s questions about the past, I'm much more
concerned about the future.
Frankly I find it just a little ironic that although most of us have
wanted to get rid of Nebraska for some years, we've had to waituntil
they wanted to get rid of us, That seem s to sum up our relation with
them quite well, I guess wnat really bothers me about the whole thing
is the feeling that the lack of insight displayed in getting involved with
them in the first place will he duplicated when Dordt takes over the
bookstore itself. With that concern in mind, here are a few ideas and
questions which I feel we should take into account.
(1) The attitude towards profits and profit-making should be clearly
spelled out. .Do we really need to make more than is needed to cover
our costs? If Dordt does decide that it is right and desirable to run
the bookstore as a profit-making venture, will it be a 90% profit as
Nebraska made on Tom's book, or less, or perhaps even a little more?
(2) In order to cut costs why not employ students to check invoices,
unpack and shelve books and attend to the cash registers. This could
conceivably he done on work study, which would mean that Dordt would
have to pay only 20% of all salaries except of course for the bookstore
manager.
Dear Editor:
Inpast Diamond issues there have been articles concerning {ltristian
sportsmanshIp. Some people may have forgotten about what was said
in those articles. This was brought out in the basketball game against
Westmar, when their coach lost his temper because he thought the ref-
ereehadmadeabadcall and was ejected from the game. As the coach
walked out of the gym he was jeered hy the Dordt fans. By jeering this
coach we should in a sense also jeer ourselves. Many times when we
as fans feel the referee made a bad call against one of O:>rdt's players,
we also yell at the referee. We as fans showed very poor sportsman-
ship by jeering Westmar's coach. We should remember to be witnesses
for Jesus Christ wherever we are, at all times.
(3) 1 fail to see any service to the student heing offered if prices on
paper goods, posters, candles, etc. are higher that they are down-
town. Surely we can find someone with enough business acumen to
he able to acquire and sell these articles at a competitive level.
(4) While I would like to see the bookstore handie buy-back of books
not scheduled for use the following semester at wholesale used book
prices, I'd also like to see the bookswap poljcy carried out. .The
business club has more than adequately prayed the effectiveness of
th i s pr ogr am and it is also much more equitable to the students
at both ends of the deal. There is also no reason why this pro gram
couldn't be run in conjunction with the bookstore itself once Dordt has
taken over.
Gordon Dyk
Destruction of creative work disturbs
(5) lf the bookstore is really going to serve the Dordt community,
then there are obvious areas where expansion of present services offer-
ed is a must, not the least of these is the paperback selections and the
possibility of selling records and tapes.
Dear Editor:
I was rather disturbed this past week by the incident of the sense-
less destruction of the Canadian flag snow sculpture which was made.
Without trying to make too big an issue of it, let me just say that
such disregard for efforts of others showed very poor taste - in two
ways. For one, it takes very littie talent to destroy in two minutes
what it took three girls an hour or so to make. Somehow that sort of
ability just fails to impress me, and apparently those involved weren't
too impressed either, as they did it under the cover of night. Secondly
the incident bespoke of a rather narrow vision of the Kingdom. Haven't
you heard that citizenship in the Family of God flat out ignores such
superficial barriers as national ity and/or race? Didn't you know that
when you offend one" you offend all?
In hehalf of what I helieve is most of the student body then, may I
please make an apology to these three girls, and ask that you not let
such incidents deter you from participating in simtlar events in the
future, Thank you,
Rich Tietjen
(6) This last point is the most important since without it we cannot
achieve a good bookstore, even if points one through five are taken into
account. It seems to me that in the past the bookstore has not only
lacked equitable and just business dealings (due to Nebraska' s policies],
but has also suffered from the lack of any personnel who had any real
knowledge of books, literary movements, and even the best seller lists.
It is one thing to have the ability as a business man to manage the book-
store, another thing to know books, and yet a third to find these corn-
bined in one person. This fact must be kept in mind when.we hire, or
appoint, a bookstore manager, and if we cannot find a person of com-
bined talents then we'd better hire two.
A reputable educational institute is called that because it man-
aged to tell enough people that it is one. No, every area of life and
every activity at that institue plays some role in contributing to the
image and reputatton. In light of this, two questio.is remained to be
asked and answered. First, what has our bookstore said about us so
far? And, second, what will it say about us next year and in the years
to come?
the Diamond pase 3
Bank Blood appreciates donations
\ Bookstore plans independent operation
Rev. J.B. llulst , dean of students, and ~1r. L. vcnfcoord , assistant dean of
students, received tile following letter from the Si ouxland Blood Bank a Ite r
their two day stop here at, Dordt ,
Nebraska BookCompany has
had the management of the
Campus Bookstore for several
years. Before the end of the
semester, however, Dordt
College will take over this
management under the leader-
ship of Dr. Marvin De Young.
Dr. De Young has stated that
the p ric e s of books will not
suddenly become lower. TIle
policy will be: No change in
prices during the rush textbook
buying .period. If reordering
becomes necessary, the price
to students will not be changed
even if the reordering cost to
the Bookstore is higher than the
original order.
Some of the things pertaining
to management being con-
sidered, which will be intro-
duced as rapidly as possible,
are:
1. The paperback department
will be enlarged to include
more titles with greater depth
in most subject areas.
2. The College Supplies de-
partment will be enlarged.
3. Plans regarding a Campus
Post Office where students will
be able to mail packages, buy
stamps, etc., are also under
consideration.
4. There will also be a book
Buy -Back Department w h i c h
> will be operated primarily foro.
III the benefi t of the students.
~ During the buy-back period,
2: used textbooks which will be
...... used on Campus the followin..s
semester will be bought at 60%
of the list price (Near I y all
College stores pay 509b). Used
books will then be sold at 80%
of list price.
Dear Deans:
Thank you for allowing the SBB to come to your campus pen-
:ruary4 and 5, 1975.
Your students have our complete admiration. Our staff has.
not quit exclaiming about their attitude, self control. etc.
Usually, college first time drawing is difficult at best. but
Dordt proved this theory wrong. It gave us a new insight to
many things.
Wehope to he asked to return in the future,
124 units of blood were collected and processed.
Sincerely,
Helen Erickson
See, it don't hurt.
Was it really worth it, alumni?
If you've got the sophomore b 1u e s and graduation (cvacua-
tion)day doesn't seem in sight. take advice from some Do rdt
alurnru. They've been through it all and looking back, say their
fouryears at Dordt were really worth it.
"At Dordt I was very well prepared as a Christian for every-
day living. I probably couldn't get that preparation anywhere
else. The Christian friends and the faculty--working to-
gether- -thats what's distinctive about Dordt, " Trudy Rtrzcma ,
a 1974 ~raduate said. She's tea chi ng at Sanborn Christian
Elementary. "I really miss the spirit at Dordt;" Trudy con-
tinued. "I guess the Christian fellowship is almost idealistic--





Trucking on to richer fields.
Textbooks not scheduled for
campus use the following sem-
ester will be bought back at the
wholesale used boo k prices.
These prices are not very high
and are not set by the bookstore
However these books will be
handled so students can, if they
by BeCK) Mnarmnn
Joyce Moore. al so u '74 graduate, now teaching in Oostburg,
Wisconsin, said. "I hear good reports about Dordt from other
Dordt students. I miss my friends and fellowship the most."
But w hat about when the class of '74 was in their freshman
year? "Dordt doesn't seem as friendly as it was when we were
freshmen." Gail Danzeisen said. "One thing that's changed is
the dress. especially that: of the girls. I remember whenwe'd
ha ve to listen to the radio to hear if it was 10 degrees or colder
outside," Gail reminisced. "If it was that cold, then we could
wear pants." Gail said Dor dt is disadvantaged hy being small--
a student can't have so many different profs and get many dif-
ferent perspectives and opinions.
Sally Luiken, alsoa '74 grad. now teaches at Western Chris- When Sue Meyers ('73 grad) was at Dordt, she dtdn't vapprcct-
tianHigh in Hull. When she looks back to her Dordt years, she ate the 'wide education' - -I took something (rom many depart-
sees"a definite change as a growing Christian." If Sally could menta. But for my job (as a grade school teacher at Timothy
make any changes at Dardt, she would have liked more prac- Christian in Wellsburg, Iowa) I've really found that 'wide cdu-
tical experience. As a teacher she wishes she'd been in the cation' necessary. And it seems like there's a large r curr tcu-
classroom before she was a senior. I I Ir--===-==--==;--==-==-;==~;;;;;;-;;--=;;;;;~----, urn now. Do rc t is being ina Christian communi ty, rea izing• 'A M I NIt
that you can be a Christian in so many different ocqupanons.
The rcs so many talents to make tIp that community."
Her husband La rry appreciates Dor dt now--more than when
he went here. He ru iss e s the atmosphere, being around so
manypcoplc and doing cliffer-ent things. "1 appreciate the most
the things I learned outside the classroom" although. "my
business co u r s e s ga ve me <.1 knowledge about salesmanship
(heworksat Frederick's furniture store in Grundy Center, Iowa)
unda knowledge of how business is run." Dordt helped foster
his attitude toward customers and co-workers. Larry believes.
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Gary Ritsema (class of 1974) misses Dordt's carefree cam-
pus life. "When] W~IShere I didn't realize the value of social
Iife<lnd education. fJordt gave me J. good basic understanding
and prepar~Hion to te,t c h." Cary's teaching at Rock Valley
Christian gr<.lde ~chool
Kathy Rynders belonged to Dordt's first graduat"ing class--
the class of196,::;. AnLishe waS Jblcto express SOIll(:!con1tll(~nts
of how Donlt's,changed in the last 10 years. "I)ordllooks
morc casual now. Wltll dress--oll the wholil:!too--it's keeping
tiP \V it'll tll'.: times." She he'l icvL'S sports ~1cti viI ics ~He stressed
11lOre!l()W. [Xlnll' was sl11~lllcr thcll "hut we Ilad a good qualilY
education. "ll1crc's no dis,ldv<lllt,lgc 10;1 Slll,lll scllool- -I liked
it I>cuer, " Kathy ITlll'.ll-kcd. She r e III C III hers college'l s ,1
c01l1hination or educalion .ll1d lIew st)!,,~i'l1lire. II W:lsg"L'lling
away from hOllle ,In d growillg lip. "After \iOtl leave \'011 grow
!llore <IIHIlook hal'k to whal you had. " silt' s:lid.
wish, sell their unwanted
books.
5. Plans are being made to
expand the College Specialties
department.
6. The bookswap program,
records, tapes, etc , , will al-






"A person won't do a better
job just because he's treated
nicer ... it's the job itself, ..
says a management consultant.
The Future Business Exe-
cutives Club focused on "M 0,-
ttvarton through Job Enrich-
ment" at its meeting on Tucs-
day. February 11. In discuss-
ing results ormanagerncnt re-
search. the film pointed to the
importance of moti vators such
as achievem ent. recognition,
and interest in the task.
Morale problems result from
a lack of motivators and can
be corrected by im proving
working conditions and the joh
itself.
Following a short discussio,\
dub business and future plans
were looked into. Ti."casurer
Bin Brouwer reported a net in-
com"~of $99 from the book
swap of last rnolldl. ~n1Cduh
plalls to use some of the pro-
ceeds in offering' a s-;;holar-
ship or award to frcshm::11
busincss IllJ.jors.
An open meeting is planned
for ill the ne~lr future. Rev.
Taylor. profcssor of sociology
and econo'll·cS, will diS~l1:"iS
"the economy <lnt! the C:hris-
ti'lll re~pollsihi1ity to i:·, .. with
;111 interest'cd snuklll"s.
\the Diamond page 4




how, why, when, and how long the Lord is going to hring
people together. We can't judge situations too hastily.
God brings people together .to be boyfriends and girlfrie
husbands and wives--but that's not the only reason. We sh
make it sort of a 'standing rule' hereat Dordt that we
never assume anything; that we will only go by what we know
betrue, andthatverycarefullyalso, no matter how many'
we see the same two people together. I think that 1fwe do
the air will be generally less tense, and a lot more condud
to true biblical interaction.
Even a little more practically, as I've already hinted at,
need to live lives that are prayful and Spirit led. We need
be genuine Christians who are letting the Lord run, ou rH
and not ourselves alone, remembering that we are given
privilege of takingall our needs and concerns to the Lord.
you find yourself very lonely; have you been waiting forever
get to know a certain person; are you tired of sitting around
Friday nights, with no meaningful company? Well then,
God about it. Be specific: -name names! ... and then wait
His answer. Maybe the Lord will open a door you weren't
peering. Maybe He'll open a door on which you hadn't
knocking, which will eventually lead to the first request.
knows!
Finally be ready and willing to give yourself in a Christ-
fashion. That means, if a t all possible, don't always be
pecting something in return for what you girve out. Remem
love is often its own reward, and things can't always turn
the way we want them too. If a certain turn of events
pens to really get us down, don't forget that we are to take
burdens and problems to the Lord too, even if it means tok
taking them until they're no longer a burden. Last but notI
as a word of caution, let's be careful not to use our free
for a 'cloak of maliciousness, ' which is often easy to slip i
by Sue Bulthuis
Mr. Warmink feels "tremen-
dous".' after his surgery for
massive thyroid cancer. He
managed to rest enough during
the day to attend the closing
practices for the opera even
though he felt "a little tired." Say,
are
you
busy •••The surgery involved the re-
movalofboth thyroids, lymph
glands, and scraping the ster-
num. It caused an extensive
amount of pain at first but now
Mr. Warminkis on a pain med-
icationandis experiencing very
little pain. The next five weeks
will be a crucial waiting period
forhimandhis family. There
will be no'. check -ues and his
body will go through an adjust-
ment period. Following this,
he will be given a radioactive
isotope to detect and remove
any remaining cancer.
Accordmg to Mr. Warmink,
the students have "done fantas-
tic things out of love in a time
of stress." He appeared well
pleased with the progress of
the opera and chorale. His
classes met on an independent
study basis and nowhe is teach -
ingagain. He also has students
come to his home where he
helps them with the week of
classes he missed. Mr. War-
mink is being helped with his
voice lessons by Mr. Groten-
huis and Mr. Bouma.
-ll~w-"TI1(iWarminks feel that this
whole period has greatly
strengthened the i r faith and
patience. The passage of Ro-
mans 5: 1- 6 which speaks of
the joy in trials and tribulations
took on a new light for the fam-
ily. Mr. Warminkalsogreatly
appreciated the work, prayers
and cards that were received
from so many students. He
really fe I t the community in
Christ and only regretted that
"sharing comes during a crisis
It seems that we always take
the joys ef life for granted. "
The Warminks are very thank'
fu1 for the sucess of the sur-
gery. There were three pos-
sible ways the surgery could
have failed: the hearing and
voice could have been lost, a
muscle could have been cut
which would have caused disfig-
urement, or allof the calcium-
producing glands could have
been removed. However. all
tests proved positive, which
Mr. Warmink felt was a "tes-
timony of the power of God to
heal. ..
.
Just by way of brief introduction, might I say that I'm writing
this article because I think it's a subject that many-people have
on their minds here at Dordt, in varying degrees, and I thought
it might be a- good time to express some views I have on the
subject. Please note that these are my comments, and not
'norms' per se: I don't consider myself to .be an expert in this
field.
With that in mind then, as Christian young adults, I think
that there are two extremes which need to be avoided. On the
one hand, there are those who advocate for us to be open, so
friendly, so uninhibited with all of our brothers and sisters in
the Lord, that little space is leTt:for that side of our socialness
which leads us to want to share more intimate feelings and af-
fection with someone of the opposite sex, in more' special'
ways-,-ways that we would not want to have in common with all
of our acquaintances. In fact, sometimes among such people,
'special' relationships are somewhat frowned upon, as being in
some way 'unspiritual,' or perhaps selfish and 'worldly'--
having to do with the things that are some day going to pass a-
way. Now, no matter what forrn male/female relationships are
to take in the new heavens and new earth, I think that I'm safe
in saying that we have to work within the context of what we
know to be true now, or otherwise- risk the loss of our identity
as human beings-.-
On the other hand, there is the tendency to be so hung up on
the fact that we are males and females, that we tend to Ignore
the fact that we are a body of brothers and sisters in the Lord,
and that as such we have needs, talents, strengths, weaknesses,
joys, sorrows, ups and downs, and the like that need to be
borne and/or shared together. We're always on the lookout to
see who's 'going with' who, forgetting that many other factors
might be involved. This second extreme also needs to be a - ~
voided, ~
So where's the balance then? Where is that happy medium that 8
needs to be struck if we are ever to grow into mature Chris- _
tain adults as members of Christ's body, with healthy attitudes?
Well, firstly, I think that we all need to be aware that we.all
have tendencies within us that do not 'naturally' lead to toe K b db.
furtherment of God's kingdom in this particular area of life. ey oar acro ates
In fact, this need for acceptance, love, encouragement and
security is such a touchy spot in our persons that it's probably
one of the areas most in need of the Spirit's guidance as we
seek to live lives that work towards the mutual as well as in-
dividual enrichment and satjsfactton of our needs and desires,
in accordance with the Lord's timing.
Then, too, we need to remember that life is complex, life is
varied, and life is rich--especially in this area of inter-per-
sonal relationships. It's a multi -faced, many colored area of
life, and we need to be appreciative of that fact. That means





Mr. G. Allman impressed a hundred or so listeners with
keyboard acrobatics in C160last Friday. The program, r
from lengthy Beethoven to light-hearted dances, drew anim
mediate standing ovation.
The concert opened very casually with an easygoing, aim
dream -Itke sonata by the Baroque composer Scarlatti.
short piece set tlie: stage for the very demanding-for bothI
tener and performer-Tempest Sonata of Beethoven. This so
contains unbelievable variations ofmood and style in its aIm
twenty minutes, leading a number of listeners, who tho
thatall 3movements had been played, to applaud after the fir
movement.
Beethoven Was followed by the sharply contrasting "Sync
nisms for piano and electronic sounds" composed by the Pulitzer
Prize winner Davidovsky, Many of the concert-goers wereo'
sure as to how they were supposed to appreciate this combina
tion of harsh piano tones and strange synthesizer effects. An.
ticipating this frustration, Mr. Allman played the piece OllCe
again after the intermission. He explained that it is custom
for contemporary pieces to receive two hearings sothatalJdo
iences can better understand their musical language.
The double dose of Davidovsky made it difficult to get into
Chopin Fantaisie which followed, but soon the piece livened
and began to dance all over the keyboard. It didn't matter
Mr. Allman dropped a note here or there with all his frantlt
antics, its more important to capture all the frenzied excitment
inherent in such a piece.
After the dance-like Fantaisie, the concert closed with tImie
actual dances, composed by the Argentine Ginastern, 'Ibeae
. short pieces, with their heavy-and almost humourous-synco-
pation, left most of the listeners panting for breath. Even ~














by Dan Ste enstra
In times when money is dictating who plays where in pro c
fessional sports, when professionalism is seeping into col-
lege sports , and when winning is being over-emphasized on
the high school level, it make IS the Chri stian wonder if
sports can be played or viewed Christianly. Sports today
are no longer based on that old outworn expression, "It's
not whether you win or lose, it's how you play the game. "
Rather, it's based on the idea that it doesn't matter how you
play the game, but whether you win. Success is winning.
Professional coaches know if they don't win they lose their
job. But it doesn't stop there.
For a while, Dordts gym contained a big sign saying , "Our
goal is victory. " Is that really Dordr's goal? Should it be?
Isn It our aim in life to work in that field God has put us and
try our best for the glorification of God. I just want to em-
phasize at this point that Ididn It say winning isn't important,
but there are other priorities.
In basketball I had always been taught that I had to win.
WhenI was younger we'd play basketball all day long and it
was a rare day that there wouldn't be afl ght , either verbal
or physical, just over keeping the score. Playing basket-
ball isn 't pagan but the attitude it's played in can be pagan.
If the attitude is "I want to score or steal the ball- to make
theopponent look silly - to build myself up," then it'. wrong
because that's not loving your neighbor as yourself.
There are a lot of things in basketball that are just not
ethical even though 'they are not illegal. This separates the
non-Chrfetian player Irorn the Christian player. The Chrta-
tlannotonly play. by the rules butby the spirit of the rule s ,
Let me give you a few example IS • Many times you are in a
situation where you knock the ball out of bounds and the ref
doesn't see it. A good tactic that is really not illegal is to
go quickly and stand by that spot out of bounds with your
hands out; as if to say to the confused ref, "the other team
hit it out .0 it'. my ball." This tactic may be legal, but i.
it ethical? Isn't it really out and out lying? Wouldn't the
Christian thing to do be quickly teiling the ref you knocked
it out? But imagine if you did that. Most coaches would
have your head and the fans would think you're nuts. You
might be agreeing that the Chrtstian thing would be to let
the ref know. But what would happen if the same sttnation
happened with 5 seconds left in the game and your team was
downone point? Would you admire and respect the player
whogave the game away for honesty?
What I'm trying to get at Is a truly Christian philosophy
ot.sports , which is bastcalky an attitude or spirit. I believe
thata player with a t'ruly Chr-istian philosophy on sports will
see no need to throw elbows or push or trip his opponents
whenthe ref isn't looking.
You may be asking: how are we to get players to think
Christianly? In sports, Christians must concentrate on
l!lelf-improvement as disctples of Chrtst , who said we are
to develop our talents. We must concentrate on self-im-
provement and discipleship, not on beating our opponents.
Eventhough it has it. place, I think we should de -emphasize

















Many coaches build up a hate or revenge routine of psych-
ing their players. One football player was recently quoted
as saytng . "WhenI tackle a man if I don't hear bones crack
I feel I'm not doing my job. " BobCousy , a well-known bas-
ketball player, said that he'd eir in his room on the day of
a game staring at the mirror yelling the word 'hate' to
psych himself into really beating hi. opponent. But doesn't
/
the Bible say we should love ail men, and doesn't this in-
clude that opponent who plays his best, because love wishes
the best for ali men? We shouldn't be wrehmg against our
opponent but wishing we both play our best.
Dordt College, as fans, are you at the games to see
aesthetic beauty and to see God glorified, or is' your only
concern the big victory? Do you love it when Dordt beats
the tar outof another team or when there is a fight? When's
the last time you clapped when the opposing team did some-
thing that really displayed talent? Have you ever mocked
out the opposing team or relentlessly yelled at the ref who
has the same feeli~y~>u do and who is just as capable of
crying and feellng hurt. Could you do your eummer job as
well if you had hun d red. of people continually yelling at
you? Do Christians yell at the opposing team member who
has committed a foul-you -you -you , or count the number of
times he bounces the ball on the free throw line or give dog-
barks when he 's going to shoot?
I am well aware that I've said enough; that if you were to
watch me olav ball you could nail me to a cross. 1, prac-
tically, can't play 100% by this philosophy but I'm trying. I
feel ifs an ideal which Chrlsttan athlete a should strtve for.
I don't think Leo Durocher would agree with me, and I
think Vince Lombardi would turn over in his grave if he
heard this, but I feel if we concentrate on discipleship and
self improvement thereby seeking the kingdom of God flrst ,
and not concentrate on winning, so that the enjoyment, the
victories, the sportsmanship, and the love between players,






Since the beginning of first
semester, Dordts on -campus
enrollment has decreased from
987t0939 students. Compar-
ed to previous years, this de-
crease is considered to be
normal.
Included in the total figure
are 38 new, transfer, or con-
tinuing students. Detailed
statistics are not compiled
for second semester.
Reasons given by departing
students varied but generally
the decision to leave resulted
from factors other than a ne-
gative feeling about Dordt. In
speaking with departing stu-
dents, both Mr. Howard Hall,
director of admissions, and
Rev, John Hulst, dean of stu-
dents, found that only two stu-
dents sald that Dordt's regul-
ations.and policies led to their
withdrawal.
"Many spoke appreciatively
and emphasfzed that they were
not leaving because they didn't
like Dordt. " said Hulst.
Several students lett Dordt
to seek vocational or techni-
cal training elsewhere. Some
left because they weren It do-
ing well a eadem i call y or
school was n 't "for them ...
Financial difficulties led some
to drop out and work for a
semester.
"Some people like to get
lost in the crowd," said Mr c
Gerald Hoekema, registrar,
in commenting on' those who
transferred to Iargen.umvex-
sines. Courses or programs
better suited to individual
needs, he said, might also
cause students to transfer.
'1'm always concerned when
students leave," Hulst said,
'but I recognize that there are
legitimate reasons for doing
so. "
Dejong discusses'Ouult' with Pre-sems
by Stan Kruis
don't we hear much about de-
monicactivityoccuring in Re-
formed circles? Is there a
connection between occultism
and neo- Pentecostalism? How
could one identify and deal with
a case of demon 'possession?
Mostof the group felt that Sa-
tan is activelyworki~ through
A Calvin Seminary excursion occult activity and that it is a
for pre-sem students is plan - problem we must deal with.
ned for March 1-4. All junior Rather than giving definitive
and senior pre-sem students answers. Dr. De Jong often re-
interested in the seminary are turned questions with ques-
invited. tions, also giving information
Bes~des viewing 8 a 1vi n 's from studies on the subject.
seminary campus, the visitors After a short break, about
will attend classes and activ- half the group returned for
ities which will help them to 1110rcdiscussion, nowcenter-
st.:ewhat the scm inary is r~ally ing especially on the aspect of
like. \ demon possession. Many stu-
The seminary will be paying dents were still around atIO:20,
expenses for those making the never running out of things to
trip. Students planning to at- discuss.
tend Calvin Seminary this fall Although no absolute con-
are especially encouraged to elusions were drawll. the dis-
take advantage or this oppor- cllssion helped fam iliarize the
tunity, so that a few registra- students with the occult and
tion matters can be taken care what 0 ur attitude toward it
L:0~f:... , should he.
were: How much of the de-
monic activity supposedly go-
ing on today is real? Why
About twenty~five or thirty
students gathered for a dis-
cussion on "The Occult" spon-
sored by the pre-sem club ,.-------------,
Thursday. January 30.
Dr. James De Jong led the
discussion. He has done ex-
'tensive reading about the oc-
cultandhas taught a course in
the subject at Trinity.
The group began hy trying
to see just what occultism is
and by trying to discern dif-
ferent categories of occult
activity. Several short case
studies were read to bring out
so m e 0 f the problems and
questions faced in dealing with
the occult.
The discussion was open
and informa 1 and therefore
led in many directions. Some




CraftsWeek presents variety in t.he arts
01 Durlngthe week of Feb. 3 -7,Fine Arts sponsored a crafts
week where 'students had the
chanceto do a few things they
always wanted to do but never
had the chance. Every night
therewere workshops ranging
from water painting to hread-
baking.
An average of lO students
showed up for each workshop.
'Thosewho did go had a lot of
fun and the workshops were a
great 1:iu<;ceS1:i.Partici'pation
was hindered however by
weather, basketball and home-
coming.
On Tuesday some paintings
were made and on Wednesday,
owls were macramed. Thurs··
dayts work1:ihop on weaving
held. great interest for those
who attended. Breadbaking on
Friday had the most partici-
pants.
Lists were posted so the stu-







to the workshops they Wished
to attend. Difficulties were
encountered when students
signed their names but didn't
bother to show up. As a re-
sult extra material was pur-
chased but not used. To avoid
this , Diane Heeringa, organi-
zer of the week, says that
next year they would like to
see students pay in advance
so there is a committment to
participation.
Poetry and fiction sought
This spring the consortium
of colleges to which Dordt be-
longs will again puhlish its
annual review of creative
writing, TI,e CMA Review. I
All students are UT!"ITCd to
submit poems, short stories,
and c:::isaysto Mr. Hugh Cook
or Wally Vande Kluet. "Please
do not hesitate to submit."
says Mr. Cook. "The Chris-
tian should never be bashful.
Having "aid that, I hope to be
fi:Joded by submissions! "
Entries should be tyrx~dneat-
ly. Dcu(lline is February 25.-




Concerning peppermints, lettuce, and Covenant CRC
While some of us sneak peppermints during the Sunday sermon,
Dr.FranklinSteen, Covenant CRC's first minister eats lettuce.
Preaching a sermon about the Lord's Supper, Dr. Steen demon-
strated the ritual Old Testament priests performed during the
Passover by eating this "bitter herb. " '
He keeps the crowded Christian school gym atmosphere infor-
mal; on any Sunday you might hear him ask a member of the
congregation to answer a question or even tell a story.
"I'm able to be a little freer at Covenant than at my two pre-
vious churches (Aetna and Detroit, Michigan), but I've done de-
monstrations before. The atmosphere is a little less formal at
Covenant •.• people laugh easier, they're a little l<iss uptight."
Raised in New Jersey, Dr. Steen attended Calvin College and
Seminary and completed hi.s Th, D. degree at Westminster Sem-
inary. He is the father of three children. His wife Alice is a
Dordt junior, working for a degree in elementary ed, "That
shows how involved 1 am with Dordt. "
Why did he come to Covenant? '.'That's a good question ... no
one's ever asked me that before. Well, Iguess Covenant seemed
like a challenge being a new church and less established," Dr.
Steen said.
Pastor Steen of Covenant CRC
by Becky Maabnan and Evelyn Luymes
Dr. Steen says that Covenant is concerned with Dordt students-
it has that challenge and responsibility. "For one thing, I just
want to get acquainted with the students, " Dr. Steen said, re-
ferring to the Wednesday afternoon get-togethers in the SUB.
"At these meetings I hope to get feed-back about services, the
ministry, and the family adoption program at Covenant." He
also plans to discuss challenges and opportunities within the
Christian Reformed denomination and students' personal con-
victions to Christ and the Kingdom. The meetings were set up
because "we wondered how many students got in family visiting
and I'd likJ to know what they are thinking. "
Covenant does not plan at present to build a church building.
Does~thinderSteen'sministry? "No, not really ••• preaching
in the gym is not the best setup--the floor is flat and the plat-
form is not high enough to nave direct eye contactv-but that's
really minor. The classrooms are a real asset. Very few
churches have as good facilities. "
Dr. Steen sees his greatest challenge as "making Christianity
something that affects daily life so that church is the community
where joys and sorrows are shared and we can help each other.
Iwant people to be involved in church and the church be involved
with people. I don't like to see church as a spectator sport
where the congregation isn I t involved."
"Footprints in Stone" will
be shown in C160 by me Bioi·
ogy Club on Tuesday, Feb·
ruary 18, at 8:00 p. m, Deal·
ing wim evolution, 1hls film
should be beneficial for Chris·
tians concerned about tile sub,
ject.
The uneartbing of dinosaur
and human footprints found In
the same rock formations is
discussed. Raising questions
regarding me theories of the·
istic evolutionists. and geole-
gical evolution, tile film p\:e.
sents a challenge to me theory
of evolution.
Dr. Parker, professor m
biology, will be present to




Robert Ray's proposal to ex-
pand tile Iowa Tuition Grant
program is expected to sub-
stantially increase state as-
sistance to students attending
DordtCollege in Sioux Center,
the Governor's office said this
week.
The Governor's 1975-77
~g budget boosts total annual ap-
~ propriations for the Tuition
~ Grant program from $6 mil-
{ lion to $9.6 million, an in-
a:l crease of 60 percent. Ray's
proposal would raise the max-
imum amount 0 f grants to
students from $1,000 to $1,200
andwouldallow more students
to receive state assistance.
According to the Governor's
office, 169 students at Dordt
are presently getting help un-
der theTuition Grantprogram.
This represents 61% of tile
277 Iowa residents enrolled in
full-time undergraduate class-
work at tile college. For the
1974-75 school year, Dordt
students are receiving a total
of $163,560 in tuition grants.
The Iowa Tuition Grant pro-
gram was first proposed by
Governor Ray in 1969, and
was approved that year by tile
Iowa Legislature. Since then
Governor Ray has strongly
backed the program in his
budget recommendations to
the General Assembly.
In this year's message, Ray
as ke d, "Is it money well
spent? Today. one Iowan out
of every three attending an
Iowa private college is doing
so with the assistance of a
state tuition grant. "
TheGovernor stressed in his
budget report that Iowa must
maintain quality education at
all levels, and noted that "55
percent of all our recommend-
ed appropriations relate to ed-
Cump outing planned
P I a n s are now in the final
stage for tile Outing Club's
t r i p during s pr i ng break.
Twenty-five, possibly ,thirty
Dordt students andMr. Van
Noord Willbe taking a camping
trip to either the Black Hill.s in
western South Dakota or to tile
Ozarks in southern Missouri.
They will probably be taking
Dordt's bus and will be gone
approxfmately one week.
Where the Club decides to go
will determine what they will
be doing. A trip to the Black
Hills would be commercialiZed
more thana trip to theOzarks,
Theweather will determine the
extent of the camping.
The opportunity for the Dordt
students to go on this trip was
opened on a first come, first
serve basis. The members
of tile Outing Club will pay half
of the price that the non-mern-
bers will have to pay.
Dordt slams Northwestern
Dordt's Ping Pong club slam-
med its way to a 15-4 victory
over Northwestern, Monday
evening. The ten best players
Graduation
plans develop
Dordt's graduating class of
1975is already in the process
of planning for that ali-impor-
tant graduation day. It is
scheduled for May 9, 1975 at
10:00 a. m. in the gymnasium-
auditorium.
After several recommenda-
tions by the senior class. the
Special Events Committee
selected Dr. Norman Harper
as the speaker. He is cur-
rently the Department Chair-
_man andAssociate Profes sor ,




with graduation will remain
the same. These include the
performance of the Concert
Choir at the graduation exe r-
.cises . Some plans are still
indefinite because of the time
remaining until graduation.
,
by Cec Van Niejenhuis
from each school met in the
single elimination event, with
one point being allotted for
each victory,
First round competition saw
the top six seeded players
from both sides get a bye into
the next round. Meanwhile,
first round eliminations were
underway. Each match was a
best of three affair.
Gregg Sjoerdsma, Do r d t ' s
top seeded player, took the com-
petition, w hen he defeate d
Mark Vander Vliet, Dordt's
seventh seeded player, 3-0 in
the best of five final match.
VanderVliet proved to be tile
surprise of tile night, by
knocking Northwestern's
Swanson (#1) out of play in tile
second round of competition.
To get to the final, he also
eliminated tile third rank e d
Northwestern man, Aklilu, in
the semi-finals. Dordt's
number three player, Doug
Van Andel, fell to Sjoerdsma
in the semi-final round, while
Dave Ralya, number two, fell
to AkUlu in an earlier round.
The Ping Pong clubis looking
forward to a match with West-
mar, and a possible triangular
meet with both Westmar and
Northwestern.
ucation, "
In addition to increased fund-
ingfortuition grants to private
college students, the Govern-
oris budget includes more
state aid to local schools and
for tile financing of special ed-
ucation. Also, Ray proposed
increased appropriations to
tile Board of Regents Institu-
tions and the state's area
schools, continued support to
non -publfc elementary and
secondary schools through the
transportation assistance, and
more funds for tile Iowa Edu·
cational Broadcasting Network,
The Governor emphasized to
tile legislators that "tile con'
tinued well being of our edu·
cational efforts in Iowa will
determine 10 w.a life in the
years ahead and I urge your
support of the educational
priorities we have outlined
for you."
Dordt living cost increases 7.6"
Tuition, like everything else
these days, is going up. Next
year, students will pay an ex-
tra $120 in tuition payments.
The reason for the increase
is primarily rising costs. In
addition. several faculty mem-
bers will be returning from
Ie a v e of absence, and new
faculty members are being
recruited to expand the areas
of Socioiogy, Psychology and
Business; consequently next
year's payroll will be some-
what larger.
Another big factor in rising
tuition cos t s , is that Dordt
expects a decrease in enroll-
ment next year. A consider-
ably smaller freshman class
is expected.
Prices for room and board
are going up as well. Students
can expect to pay$40 more for
meals in the Commons, and
a n increase of $30 for room
costs. "Utilities and mainte-
nance are going crazy, .. said
Mr. DeWitt. The costs are
notmuchhigher or lower than
those of other colleges in the
CMA. "The cost increase is
a common thing, .. DeWitt re-
g ret full y stated, "But that
doesn't lessen the hurt...
In tile light of the 12. 2%in'
crease in the cost of ·living in
the USAthis year, Dordt's in'
crease of 7.6% is not bad.
Mr. DeWitt hopes that next
year tuition payments will not
ha ve to be raised and that
Dordt can hold its own in the
midst of escalating inflation.
'Sharpened' Blades win
The Dordt Blades trounced
Creighton University 9-2 in
hockey action when they trav-
elled to Omahafor a late game
on January 30. It was the
Blades' first victory of the sea-
Blades cut anotlier notch!
by Cec Van Nie ienhub
son.
Creighton got off to an early
start when sloppy clearing al-
lowed them to steal the puck
anddeke goalie Bert Elgersma
for a 1-0 lead. The Blades
fought back quickly and man
aged to carve a 2-I lead bv the
end of the first period. Before
the end of the second period,
Dordt's lead Was extended to
5-2. The constant pressure
was beginning to payoff for
the Blades.
The third period saw Dordt
simply pull away from Creigh-
ton by scoring four additional
markers. Creighton, through-
out the game, haddifficulty in
bringing the puck up the ice.
As itturned out, the Creighton
players spent over half the
game playing in their ownzone,
~ Because of the constant pres-
_ sure of the Dor dt attackers,
the Creighton zone was often
over-crowded, This caused
what might be called a traffic
jam, and kept the score down
as low as it was.
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Prof Dale Grotenhuis and Dordt
A hup and a two and a three and a four ...
ty Nesrcy Boerman
He loves geography, traveling and enjoys sitting down
witha good encyclopedia. Hedirected an army male. chorus
while stationed in Maryland for two years and as bind
arranger, he often had to arrange national anthem s and other
songs on the spur of the moment for the Second Army Band
toplay before foreign dignitaries visiting the area.























































The Dordt JV' shave suffered
through the i r fi r s t losing
streak of the season since the
lastissue of the Diamond. The
JlUliorVarsity's record fell to
10-4as they won only once in
fouroutings. \
Saturday, February 1, the
DordtJV team was defeated by
SiouxEmpire 96-87. The De-
fenderswent into the game with
two previous wins over Sioux.
Empire but the third game
provedto be different.
Terry Crull led Dordt with
32 points, including 15 out of
19from the field. Bob Rip
added22points for the Defend-
ers who fell to 9-2 with the
loss.
Last Tuesday night the De-
fenders took on the Westmar
)V's in a preliminary game.
The game was close most of
the way but the buzzer found
DordtOn top 73-63.
Ripled Dordt with 36 points
andl4rebounds. Marlo Brand-
enhorstand Daryl Vander Wen
each had 10 points. Vander
Wenalso pulled down 14 re-
bounds. \
In last Saturday's homecom-
ing gamewith Central the young
Defenders suffered a tough
















Varsity. After trailing most
of the game the IV's went a-
head 62-61on Bob Rip's bucket
with 23 seconds left. Central
came back and scored with-
just 4 seconds left. Dordt
called a time out at that point.
When play resumed Central
had switched from a zone to a
man to man defense prompting
Coach Altena to call a second
time out. But. a mix up be-
tween the officials and Mr.
Altena had occured and Dordt
had no timeouts remaining.
The resulting technical cost
the Defenders the ball and the
ball game, 65-62.
BobRipwas the leading scor-
er for the Defenders with 31
points. Phil Smith scored 10
points inhis first starting role
and Dale Walvort came off the
bench to make a crucial steal
and score 2 points in the clos-
ing moments of the game.
Last night (Wed. ) the JV' s fell
to Northwestern 90-75.
Northwestern jumped off to an
early 25-18 victory and was
never headed. Numerous
turnovers hurt Dordt as North-
western applied a fu II-court
press throughout the game.
ing what are nowthe art room and adjoining classroom. The
music department was the first to get its own building "be-
cause the music room was ..• centrally located, and it was
the only facility for music, and because it was very bother-
some to all the other teaching that was going on around
there, " Grotenhuis laughed.
As the department grew, the "beginnings of an instru-
mental program" became a band, and more courses were
added along with new teachers. There was one large choir
until Prof. Warmink came when Dordt became a four-year
college. 'Then, Grotenhuts explained, "In order to give
more students opportunities, ,r they formed chorale and had
two choirs.
In fifteen years of touring, the Choir only missed one
concert" in Winnipeg, Manitoba, because of a blizzard.
"We've been very blessed, " added Grotenhuis.
"A Few Little Ditties In High School" was his first com-
position, followed by small works for hand wbile he was
in college. "Each year now I try to write a piece for the
current choir," he said, adding that he misses not having
more time to devote to composing.
Because he needs large blocks of time to compose in, "a
day" ofwriting for Grotenhuis means "working maybe eight-
een hours at a stretch" and "probably without lunch 'mull
dinner. "
Grotenhuis also enjoys reading magazines and factual
material like encyclopedias and is "very interested in geo-
graphy." "If I was ever asked to teach anyone course out-
side of music I'd love to teach a geography course for one
semester," he noted, "probably because of ... a constant
case of travel bugl"
Until three years ago Grotenhuis and his wife Eleanor
Veldman Grotenhuis, whom he met at Calvin, were off-
campus dorm parents at Dordt Manor, originally located
downtown near the bank. The first eight years they had.as
many as 14 freshman girls at a time living upstairs and
were also responsible for up to 10 guys next door in the
basement of what is now Dr. Samani's office, The Groten-
huises who have four sons, still retain close contact with
their 140 "daughters."
Although Grotenhuis observed with concern that students
over the years have shown an "ever-increasing concern with
themselves, " he also added, "one of the reasons that I love
teaching at Dordt College is that the general caliber of stu-
dents as far as Christian commitment is just the greatest. "
Grotenhuis earned a Master's Degree from Michigan
State after workhg on it summers. Drr ing a one-year leave
of absence from Dordt in 1966 he pursued a doctorate at
Ohio" State University and has completed all the necessary




once again last week, after a
long lull of over a month. Pick-
ing up the action are Men's
and Women's basketball and
Women's bowling.
. Men's baskethall was hit with
afloodof 24 teams. The sche-
dule has the participants divid-
edintotwoleagues, each com-
posed ofl2 teams. The teams
seem to be quite balanced
classwtse, with freshmen lead-
ing with 8 and sophomores
close behind with 7 tef'ms.
juniors and seniors follow with
4 and 5 respectively.
Women's basketball is domi -
nated completely by under-
classmen. The eight teams,
consisting of 4 sophomor ....and
5 freshmen. teams, compose
one league. Competition seems
quite even.
Underclassmen also lead in
bowling participation. Sopho-
mores top with 4 teams, in-
cluding last year's champs,
while freshmen follow close
with 3 teams. One senior and
one junior team complete the
league.
Daryl Vander Well led Dordt
with 20 points in addition to
playing his usual outstanding
board game. Bob Rip added
26 points.
The Junior Varsity has just
two regularly scheduled games
remaining. Next Wednesday
night the play Briar Cliff and
next Saturday night they end





Dr. Simon Kfsremaker-, As-
. sociate Professor of New Test-
ament at the Reformed Theo-
logical Seminary in Jackson,
Mississippi, will be on Dordt's
campus February 17 and 18.
Dr. Kistemaker will be
speaking to some classes on
Monday and in chapel on Tues-
. day. There maybe an opportu-
nity for those students inter-
ested in RTS to talk with him
sometime on Monday.
Those interested in the Sem-
inary are .also invited to a
RTS sponsored supper, at
which Dr. Kistemaker will
speak. It is to be held at the




The CMA Residence Hall
Workshop will be held Feb-
ruary 15at Sioux Falls College.
This is' open to anyone woo
wishes to attend, but it will be
directed primarily at those
applying for counselling posi-
tions.
The intent behind the work-
shopis to have more active,
smoothly-run dorms and bet-
ter informed students. Those
who go should also benefit
individually.
The day will consist of 3
parts. There will be a semi-
nar on students and the law,
pertaining to the student and
his legal bind to the college.
The second area will investi-
gate the problem of how to put
together new programs. .,Jhe
final discussion will deal with
leadership.
Oldies but goldies harmonize,
Nostalgic alumni perform
As part of this year's annu-
al homecoming weekend, some
of the visiting Dordt Alumni
and present students partici-
pated in an informal variety
talent program.
.Mr. VanNoordwas the emcee
of the program which was pre-
sented in the SUB lounge on
Saturday afternoon starting at
2:00 pc m,
An Alumni vocal group, who
used to call themselves "Mr.
G. and Alumnt, "sang several
"highly intelligent numbers, "
such a s "Billy Boy, " "Little
Miss Muffet" and "Four and
Twenty Blackbirds. "
Kevin Kelly. a Freshmanat
Dordt, presenteda solo read-




part of a basketball game from
by Clarice Baas
Dordt's former days, which
was set in the old gym with a
capacl ty crowd of 43.
Another nostalgic aspect of
Dor dr was r elt ved by a group
ofAlumni who portrayed class-
es in the '60's and a typical
dorm scene of '66.
Randy Nieuwsma and John
Kanis too k the audience out
of the "Dark Ages of the Alum-
ni" by doinga duet reading on
modern TV and radio pro-·
grams.
The program was drawn to
a c los e by Sue Starkenburg
who sang a solo, and then to-
gether wit h Belinda Dieken,
performed a duet. The last
number, "The Way WeWere, "
was sung by a group of girls
fTomDordt and was dedicated
to the Alumni and their mem-
ories of Dordt.
\
haveseen directing the well-trained voices of Dordt's COn-
cert Choir. A Calvin College graduate, he has written alma
mater's for each of the two high schools and one college he
has taught at, as well as for' Calvin, his own ,.AIm a
Mater. "
Born in Cedar Grove, Wisconsin, Grotenhuis taught two
years each at Lynden Christian High School in Washington
and at Unity Christian High in Hudsonville, Michigan after
finishing in the Army. '
How did he come to Dordt? Grotenhuis responded to a
Banner ad for "a speech and music teacher," "he-said; "not
really because I was at all interested in the job, " but to tell
Rev. Haan that he thought the ad should have made it clear
whether they wanted a speech teacher and a music teacher.
Rev. Haan thus got a "hook" in him a~Grotenhuis, skep-
ticalof teaching in northwest Iowa, came anyway for a visit.
"From the moment I stepped on campus, " he recalls. "with
nopressure from ... anyone ... , I just knew that this was the
place God wanted me to be. "
I>J.riwz his first years Grotenhms taught two sections of
speech as well as all the music. He was actually Dordt's
third choir director, followtng the footsteps or Prof. Nick
Van Til and Peter De Boer. Seeking to expand the music de-
partment, Dordt placed the advertisement in the Banner.
Themusic room was in the old classroom building, occupy-
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Defenders play well,
but • • •
01.
by <;huck Kooistra
vs, Dakota StateThe Dordt Defender's split their last four games, winning their
twobJlllnegamesand losing both of their away games. The De-
fenders now sit in a precarious situation as every game is a





















DAKOTASTATE 83 OORDT 75
Friday, January 31, the Dordt Defenders suffered their sixth
loss in their last seven games. Dakota State started off hot
and they jumped to a 10-4 lead, They stretched it to as much
as 10 points and went into the locker room at half-time with a
36-25 lead. Most of Dordt's scoring was done by Mark Sybes-
rna as he chipped in 18 points in the first half.
The Dakota State Trojans came out and put the game away
early as they raced to a 68-49 lead. Although Dordt .did man-
age to cut the gap to seven points late in the game they never
threatened seriously.
It was a tough loss for the Defenders as they had defeated
Dakota State earlier in the year in a home game. The loss
evened Dordt's record at 6 and 6 while Dakots State moved to
6-9.
The Trojans were lead by Mike Peterreins who had 34 points
and 18 rebounds. Peterreins is the. tenth leading scorer in the
nation with a 28 points per game average. Forsch added 13
for Dakota State and Tyc had 10. .
Sybesma finished the game with 28 points while Craig Shannon
and Jerry Schnyders each scored 16 for Dordt.
vs; Westmar
Hop 0 1-2 1
Vande Pol 4 0-0 8
Schnyders 8 6-7 22
Steenstra 3 3-3 9
T. Crull 5 0-0 10
Sybesma 11 1-1 23
Shannon 6 3-3 15
Grussing 2 4-6 8
Schnyders (20) tips jump ball.
OORDT 70 CENTRAL 65
Last Saturday was homecoming for the Dordt grads and the
Defenders responded by treating the fans to a 70-65 victory
over Central College of Pella.
Dordt started off the game cold and they fell behind 30-20
But Bob Vande Pol came off the bench to hit a couple of quick
buckets and the Defenders were down by only six at halftime.
Dordt came out hot the second half and outs cored the Flying
Dutchmen 17-2. They held the lead until late in the game when
several turnovers by Dordt allowed Central to pull into the
lead 61-60. But. Craig Shannon came back to hit two buckets
and Bob Vande Pol iced the victory with a pair of free throws.
Shannon led Dordt with 19 points. Danny Steenstra added 17
while Vande Pol and Jerry Schnyders each scored 10 points.
Dennis Van Wyk led Central with 27 points.
vs. Central
Vande Pol 3 4-4 10
Ruter 1 0-1 2
Schnyders 5 0-0 10
Steenstta 7 3-4 17
T. Crull 2 0-3 4
Sybesma 1 2-2 4
Shannon 9 1-3 19
Grussing 2 0-0 4
OORDT 96 WESTMAR 91
Last Tuesday night's game between Dordt andWestmar figured
to be a close one all the way. Westmar started off the season
with nine straight losses but since then they had defeated both
Sioux Falls and Northwestern (two teams that hold victories
over Dordt) and were sitting on top of the Tri State Conterence.
Dordt went into the game averaging 82 points a game, the sec-
ond best offensive average among Iowa NAlA schools. They
showed why in the first half as they scored 53 points.
Dordt started off hot as they raced to a 29-21lead. BobVande
Bol and Terry Crull came off the bench to score six points a-
piece. Crull also blocked six shots in the game.
The Defenders maintained their lead until late in the first half.
Westmar then-scored nine unanswered points to pull within four ,
44~40. At that point Dordt took over as they scored nine points
in a row aided by a unique five point play by Danny Steenstra.
Withthescore48-40Steenstrawent in for a lay-up and scored.
The Westmarcoach, furious over what he thought was amissed
call by the referees, had three technical fouls slapped on him.
Steenstra hit all three free throws to give Dordt a 53-40 lead.
Led by Paul Sneller, a Sioux Center product, the Westrnar
Eagles began to come back late in the game. They pulled to
within three points with 5:17 left in the game and then they took
their first lead since early in the first half on a three point
play by Sneller. Jerry Schnyders came back to tie the score
at 89 on a long jumper. Then with 44 seconds left Sneller hit
both ends of a one and .one to give Westmar the lead again. At
that point it looked as if Sneller would be the hero of the game
for Westmar as he had scored 21points in the second half. But
then, just 14seconds later he fouled Craig Shannon and when
he objected to the call he was hit with a technical foul. Shan-
non canned all three of his free throws to give Dordt a 92-91
lead. The technical also gave Dordt possession of the ball and
Schnyders hit four clutch free throws in the last 26 seconds to
clinch the victory for DoT-'1t.
Mark Sybesma led Dordt with 23 points and Jerry Schayders
had 22, Shannon had 15 points while Crull finished with 10.
Sneller led Westmar with 30 points. Brian Winterhof a 6 '4"
freshman, added 23.
NORTHWESTERN 88 OORDT 77
Last night the Defenders lost to Northwestern for the second
time this season, 88-77. Both teams went into the game on the
brink of elimination for a playoff berth. Northwestern started
the game by overwhelming Dordtj s to 3. Although the Defend-
ers pulled within 7 points 011 several Occasions they could never
completely recover.
Craig Shannon led Dordt with 24 points while Mark Sybesma
added 18. The loss was the fifth in a row on the road for the
Defenders and it lowered their record to 8-7.
Fo, Northwestern, who now stands 12and 11 on the season,
Phil Moss had 25 points. Mark Johnson and BobKeyser had 18
and 17 points respectively for the Red Raiders.
The next two weeks will be crucial ones for the Iefenders.
On Friday night they travel to Bellevue, Neb. and on Saturday





























Blades return victorious from Ames co
by Cec Van Niejenlutll ':::
The Dordt Blades held winning margins of 7-6 and 10-1over
Iowa State's "B" squad hockey team in two.games this past
weekend, at Ames.
Friday night, ISU hosted Dordt in tile Hilton Coliseum. r
first two periods featured end to end rushes with a quick pace.
Trading goals for the most part. the Blades at one time helda
4-3 lead. However before the end of the second period, ISU's
Cyclones charged back to a 6-4 lead. What looked to be a com'
manding lead"slowly melted away under Dordt's heated attack,
After the score was evened at 6-6, time ran out for both teams. OJ
To decide the game, a sudden death overtime period began.du
Within minute s, Arie Bomhof scored his second goal ofthe '
game to cap an exciting comeback. Other scorers for the ch
Blades were Ccc Van Niejenhuis with two, and Dennis Deflroot,fe
Henry VahderMeer, and Frank Kooger , with one each. Onlybe
one penalty was handed out in the game, that to ISD. of
At noon the next day, the teams faced off again, this timeonal
an outdoor, campus rink. What followed was an unexpected ct
10-1 beating. From the start, Dordt controlled play; withCeckE
VanNiejenhuis scoring the opening goal on a goalmouth scram' er
ble . By the end of the first period, Dordt led 3-1. The second
and third periods saw the Blades stretch their lead with Ken
Staap scoring three goals, his first hat trick for the Blades, tt
Henry VanderMeer led the rest of Dordt's scorers with two IT
goals while Clayton Wierenga Martin Gelderman, Arie Born-(
h 0 f, and John Snoek added singles. Pete Reedyk's bid for
a shutout was spoiled when a Cyclone shot deflected off Wier-
inga's stick to Reedyk's left. fi
The Iowa State Cyclones employed a hard hitting strategy a
rhe seco ndgame, but it failed to slow up the Dordt speedsters, h
Nevertheless, the Blades had many more scoring chances, and s
did not look sharp around the opposition net. Friday night they s
hit the goalpost six times and played sloppy offensively. The h
loss of tI.efenseman Wierenga, who needed five stitches also Ii
hampered Dordt in Friday's game. II
The Blades are looking forward to a possible match in Sioux 1
City against Creighton University before they travel to Thunder
Bay for the annual tournament.
cross i: "'\.,,~ S",'c-\( '0 I" <.\.es
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Dordt women boost record to 7-1
by Cheryl Orte
Fromthereon it was.all
Dordt's. B.V. attempted to
rally, but never threatened the
spirited Dordt Women. Final
score, 66-60.
Fopma again claimed scor-
ing honors, hitting 29. But
this time her big half was the
second one, where she scored
19 and played an excellent de-
fensive game. She also Ied-
rebounding with 17, and Bos
assisted with 10. VanZee
was the only other player to
hit double scoring figures,
with 12.
With that victory, Dordt
finds itself ranked second in
their conference. Westmar,
whom the team faces Thursday,
February 13, is ranked first.
The Dordt Women's basket-
ball team has continued its
winning streak by defeating
Mr; Marty and Buena Vista.
Their record now stands, at 7
wins and 1 loss .
Dordt literally romped over
Mt. Marty by tallying 97points ,
the highest ever in Dordt' s
history. 47 points came in
the first half, and 50 in the
second. Mt. Marty scored a
reasonable 64.
It was a tremendous game.
For the first time this season,
Dordt played together, as a
team. Grace Bos came off
the bench and scored 12 points
and grabbed 18 rebounds, and
along with it a starting berth
in the next game. VanZee
loosened up and scored 12
points, while defensively
claiming 7 steals. Fopma did
her usual scoring joo , throw-
ing in 32, 20 in the first half.
She also played one of her bet-
ter defensive games. Nancy
Matheis contributed 16, 14 in
the second half. Another his-
torical moment cam e for
Freshman Gayla VaanDrager,
who scored her first points in
a ball game.
Thatwin fired up the team to
face their foes fFom Buena
Vista. The game started out
slow, and at one point Dordt
saw themselves down by 7
points. But they rallied back
behind the scoring of Van Zee
and Substitute Mary DeWaard
to pull to a 32-29 halftime lead.
